Stereochemistry of polypeptoid chain configurations.
Like polypeptides, peptoids, or N-substituted glycine oligomers, have intrinsic conformational preferences due to their amide backbones and close spacing of side chain substituents. However, the conformations that peptoids adopt are distinct from polypeptides due to several structural differences: the peptoid backbone is composed of tertiary amide bonds that have trans and cis conformers similar in energy, they lack a backbone hydrogen bond donor, and have an N-substituent. To better understand how these differences manifest in actual peptoid structures, we analyzed 46 high quality, experimentally determined peptoid structures reported in the literature to extract their backbone conformational preferences. One hundred thirty-two monomer dihedral angle pairs were compared to the calculated energy landscape for the peptoid Ramachandran plot, and were found to fall within the expected minima. Interestingly, only two regions of the backbone dihedral angles ϕ and ψ were found to be populated that are mirror images of each other. Furthermore, these two conformers are present in both cis and trans forms. Thus, there are four primary conformers that are sufficient to describe almost all known backbone conformations for peptoid oligomers, despite conformational constraints imposed by a variety of side chains, macrocyclization, or crystal packing forces. Because these conformers are predominant in peptoid structure, and are distinct from those found in protein secondary structures, we propose a simple naming system to aid in the description and classification of peptoid structure.